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LAKELET FINANCIAL FORENSICS GROUP  
PROMOTES TIMOTHY B. CRINO TO DIRECTOR 

 
 
BUFFALO, N.Y. – Lakelet Financial Forensics Group announced the promotion of Timothy B. Crino to 
Director. Mr. Crino will lead the firm’s litigation support, financial forensics, and white-collar investigations.  
Lakelet Financial Forensics Group currently services clients in Buffalo, Rochester, New York City, Cleveland, 
Boston, and Toronto.  
 
Before joining Lakelet Financial Forensics Group, Crino was supervisor of investigations at the New York 
State Justice Center. Prior to that, he was a special agent and forensic accountant with the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI). In his nearly three decades at the FBI, Crino worked primarily on white-collar crime 
cases, including some of the most sophisticated and sensitive cases in the nation. He notably served as the 
case agent on several high-profile public corruption and financial fraud investigations, working out of the 
New York City, Kansas City and Buffalo FBI offices. 

“Tim is a great asset to the firm and has performed in a remarkable capacity. As a result of this promotion, 
Tim will be leading the financial forensics and white-collar teams,” said Michael Koeppel, founder and 
managing director of Lakelet Financial Forensics Group.  

Crino is a graduate of St. Bonaventure University and the FBI Academy in Quantico, VA. He is member of 
the Society of Former Special Agents of the FBI.  

     ### 

About Lakelet Financial Forensics Group - Built on decades of experience with companies around the globe, Lakelet Financial 
Forensics Group provides financial forensics, litigation support, white-collar crime investigation, and business valuations to 
corporate and governmental clients, resulting in increased efficiencies, reduced costs, and improved trust from clients and 
investors. Lakelet Financial Forensics Group is a subsidiary of Lakelet Advisory Group, a turnaround firm. They have offices in 
Buffalo and Rochester, New York. 

For more information, visit: www.LakeletFG.com 
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